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Golden Care Honey Brown Teak
Protector - 1 Liter
WQS-KVRS-GT102
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Our Teak Protector is the best way of maintaining the original reddish tint and luster of new teak, Brazilian
Cherry, and other high grade all-weather woods. You should always clean your furniture with Teak Cleaner
(sold separately) before applying Protector, in order to remove oil, stains, and discolorations from your wood.
Teak Cleaner will remove most stains, oils and discolorations, and lighten the wood considerably. The photo
and diagrams below show the three step process if you purchase both Cleaner and Protector.

Please note: there is no requirement that you clean or protect your teak or brazilian cherry. If you want your
furniture to age to a silvery gray color over the years (gray-brown for brazilian cherry), then do nothing. This
product is for those who want to maintain the original wood color over the years. This product will also clean
any mildew growth and the mottled appearance that results from mildew over the months and years. The
use of this product will restore wood for about one season, depending on the location of the furniture.

The protector slows down the natural graying process of teak, brazilian cherry, and other hardwoods when
they are left outdoors. This product requires no heavy scrubbing or polishing and takes approximately fifteen
minutes to apply. It can be used as often as you wish.

Why is Teak Protector Better than Oil or Sealers?
First, our Protector maintains the color of teak and brazilian cherry for a longer time. Our Protector lasts up
to 4 times longer than oil, and twice as long as "sealers".

Second, oils can cause increased mildew growth and the associated mottled appearance and black spots over
time, while Protector actually prevents black spots and mildew growth.

Third, our Protector is not an oil and is not greasy, so clothes stay clean.

Fourth, our Protector gives teak and brazilian cherry a nicer, more natural color after application - teak oils
make woods look too dark, while teak sealers often make woods look too red or too orange.

Finally, our Protector is 100% water based and safe for the environment (see below).

We care about the environment
Our Cleaner is Safe, Non-Toxic, 100% Biodegradable

The best way of maintaining the original reddish tint and luster of new teak, Brazilian Cherry, and other
high grade all-weather woods
The use of this product will restore wood for about one season, depending on the location of the
furniture
Lasts up to 4 times longer than oil, and twice as long as "sealers"
Not an oil and is not greasy, so clothes stay clean
Safe, Non-Toxic, 100% Biodegradable and water based

BEWARE OF OIL-BASED PRODUCTS
Golden Care products are water-based. Water transports active ingredients into teak, then the water
evaporates, leaving the wood residue-free. Oil-based products are for indoor woods only. In teak, the oil
seeps into cracks and does not evaporate, resulting in mold and mildew.

The results from Golden Care products last 3-4 times longer. The world's top teak manufacturers use Golden
Care products in their factories. Treat and protect your teak furniture with the best.
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